DAN CORMIER
FRONT-END ENGINEER
ABOUT

👋

Delray Beach, FL
954-260-5054
dancormierall@gmail.com
https://dancormier.com
https://github.com/dancormier

“Frontend development is at the intersection of art and logic, business and expression, left
brain and right brain, design and nerdery. I love it.” - Chris Coyer
As a front-end engineer, I strive to build, be challenged, and learn from those around
me. I’ve contributed to products from conception to completion, been the sole
front-end developer at a startup, and worked on large teams full of talented experts.
I’ve spent the past few years at TED building experiences used by millions alongside a
team I have the privilege to learn from daily. I’ve been fortunate to be empowered to
make decisions, do what’s needed to build great products, and learn from a team
diverse in thought and perspective.

TECH
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EXPERTISE
JavaScript, React, Gatsby, GraphQL, Next.js, Typescript, React Native, CSS3, HTML5

SOFTWARE
Git, VSCode, iTerm, Insomnia

SKILLS
Responsive web development, multivariate testing, interactive media, building
feature-rich interfaces for large audiences, working on distributed teams

WORK
Dec 2016 - current
New York, NY (remote)
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TED CONFERENCES, LLC
SENIOR FRONT-END ENGINEER
Developed the front-end of the most visited pages on ted.com including the home,
search, and video pages in close collaboration with design, product, and analytics.
●

Built the front-end of two generations of the TED video page, the latest of
which was built with Next.js, GraphQL, and Typescript.

●

Developed and maintained ted.com using React, Emotion, Redux, and Webpack.

●

Oversaw multivariate testing of feature MVPs to validate hypotheses and
optimize for pageviews and engagement across ted.com products.

●

Conceived and developed prototype features during hack weeks that were
prioritized for production and resulted in increased engagement, including an
8% increase in inbound trafﬁc from social sharing of talks.

Dec 2010 - Nov 2016
Miami Beach, FL

REDGAGE, LLC

FRONT-END DEVELOPER & UI DESIGNER
Coded and designed interfaces for web, iOS, and Android in a distributed team.
Managed all phases of website and app creation from conception to release.

2008-2010
Fort Lauderdale, FL

●

Developed and designed fully-responsive iOS and Android apps written in ES6
JavaScript, JSON, CSS3, and HTML5. Apps created with Node, Webpack,
Cordova/PhoneGap, React, and Less, and prototyped using Objective-C, Java,
HTML5, and CSS3.

●

Developed and designed a cross-platform social-media app to compete with
top-tier social networks using JavaScript, Ruby, HTML5, CSS3. Frameworks
utilized include Bootstrap and Less.

CLOUD CREATURE DESIGN

FREELANCE DESIGNER & DEVELOPER
Worked with clients and created designs for print and web applications.

EDUCATION
June 2009
Fort Lauderdale, FL

PROJECTS
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BROWARD COLLEGE
ASSOCIATES OF ARTS IN ART & DESIGN
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REACT-NATIVE-SWIPEOUT
https://github.com/dancormier/react-native-swipeout
I built this open-source React Native component used in iOS and Android apps which
adds “swipeout” buttons that revealed from behind a component. It is one of the
most widely-included components for React Native apps. Used by Shopify, Ant
Design, Jitsi Meet, and contributed to by the core React Native development team.

MALLORIE POTAZNICK, LMHC
https://malloriepotaznick.com (repository on Github)
When I was asked by my wife to build a website, I knew I needed to build something
that could grow with her and make for easy content updates. I chose Gatsby coupled
with Netlify CMS to give her a statically generated website that could grow with her
needs.

Thanks for reading
All the best

✌

